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Automatic PDF Creation for Drawings in Vault
Professional Based on a Custom Workflow
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Learning Objectives





Learn how to create a lifecycle and workflow for PDF generation.
Learn how to add a rule and category to distinguish PDF files.
Understand the Job Server functionalities for automatic PDF creation.
Learn how to set up Vault Pro to automatically create PDFs based on a workflow.

Description
Take advantage of Vault Professional (Pro) lifecycle and workflow tools to automatically create
PDFs for your drawings. In this class, you will learn the steps required to create a lifecycle,
workflow, and category for automatic PDF creation. This class will also help you to understand
the functionality of the Job Server application for the PDF generation. Based on the knowledge
you gain in this class, your Vaulted environment will be set up to automatically convert your IDW
and DWG™ drawings to PDF files upon releasing the drawing files. This workflow will save you
time by avoiding manual drawing file conversion to PDF. In addition, all the Vault users will
always have access to the latest PDF drawings.

Your AU Expert
As a Mechanical Engineer, Shaya Ghanbar has several years of experience in mechanical
component design in the automotive industry and knowledge in design and simulation of
advance remote medical equipment. In 2010, Shaya co-published the Characterization of a
Robotic Drug Delivery System Based on Magnetic Propulsion in the IEEE/ASME journal. In
2016, he acquired his Professional Engineering designation in Ontario, Canada. Throughout his
engineering carrier, Shaya has used several CAD and FEA applications such as Autodesk
Inventor, ANSYS and Pro Engineer for 2D/3D design and simulation analysis. He has also had
the opportunity to use and manage both Vault Professional and PLM 360 for engineering project
management. Currently, Shaya is working as a Manufacturing Industry Consultant with
SolidCAD. He is taking advantage of his engineering and CAD design experience to help
SolidCAD’s clients to improve their manufacturing processes and determine methods for time
and cost management.
Shaya.ghanbar@solidcad.ca
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Overview
Conversion of Inventor and AutoCAD drawing files, IDW and DWG, to PDF can be time
consuming and can cause confusion if the PDF files are saved in a wrong location. In addition,
businesses that practice storing their PDF drawings in their Vault database must ensure that
converted PDF files are checked back into their Vault.
By taking advantage of the PDF creation feature that was introduced in Vault Pro 2018,
companies can automate the drawing file conversion to PDF. This method will not only save
time, it will store the PDF drawings automatically in a designated location. As a result, once a
designer releases a drawing the file will be automatically converted to PDF and saved in Vault.

Pros and Cons of Utilizing the Vault Pro PDF Creation Feature
Below is an evaluation of Autodesk Vault Pro PDF creation feature. This evaluation will help you
decided if this feature is suitable for your business needs:


Pros:
o Time savings: no more manual conversion of drawing files to PDF.
o Accurate naming convention: automatically created PDF files inherit the source
drawing file name.
o Accurate location: PDF files will be automatically saved in either the same
location as the source drawing file or in a single designated location based on the
user’s preferences.



Cons:
o File name: there is a limitation on how customized the PDF name can be.
Customisation to the PDF file name requires advanced Vault knowledge.
o File location: PDF files cannot be automatically saved in a subfolder of a project.
o Lifecycle definition: as of Vault Pro 2019.1, the state of the PDF lifecycle
definition does not change in accordance with source drawing file’s state. As a
result, users need to manually change the state of their automatically created
PDF file.
o If the PDF file is relocated/renamed in Vault, after rereleasing the source drawing
Vault does not recognize the relocated/renamed file and creates a new PDF
document.

This document demonstrates the steps required to setup a workflow for automatic PDF creation.
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Requirements for the Automatic PDF Creation
The following is required to setup a workflow for the automatic PDF creation:





Vault Pro 2018, or a newer version.
A functional lifecycle that is consistent of a released state:
o The released state of an existing workflow will be used to trigger the PDF
conversion.
o If you do not have a functional lifecycle already setup in your Vault environment,
please refer to the Knowledge References, Page 32, of this report.
Administrative user right: the user who will make the changes needs to be a Vault
administrator.

Setup and Configuration Procedures
The steps below will guide you to create a custom lifecycle, category and rule for the purpose of
creating PDF drawings on release.
Please note that the red boxes and the numbers in the images show the sequence of
steps that needs to be followed and the buttons that have to be pressed.

Setup and Configuration for a New Install of Vault 2018 or a Newer Version
If you had Vault Pro prior to the 2018 version and you have migrated your Vault database from
an older version to 2018 or a newer version, please ignore this section and move on to the
Lifecycle Definition Creation and Configuration section of this report on Page 7.
A fresh installation of Vault Pro 2018 comes with an out-of-the-box PDF creation workflow.
Companies that implement Vault Pro 2018, or newer, for the first time have access to the out-ofthe-box workflow for the PDF creation. The out-of-the-box workflow contains the following
components: lifecycle (Design Representation Process), category (Design Representation)
and rule (Design Representation). Since the out-of-the-box solution is not customized to meet
every organization’s unique requirements, this report provides a solution that can be customized
based on each individual firm’s unique needs.

In order to create a customized workflow, first the out-of-the-box category (Design
Representation) and rule (Design Representation) need to be disabled. The following steps
demonstrate how to:



Delete the rule (Design Representation).
Disable the category (Design Representation).
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Deleting the rule

Figure 1: Accessing Vault Settings
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Figure 2: Deleting the Design Representation rule
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Disabling the Design Representation Category

Figure 3: Removing the Design Representation Process lifecycle from the Design Presentation
category
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Figure 4: Removing the Design Representation Process lifecycle from the Assign Category
option
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Lifecycle Definition Creation and Configuration

1

A lifecycle is a powerful and flexible method for managing file access and revision control.
Lifecycle configuration is the first step to creating a customized workflow. Defining and
configuring a lifecycle includes the following tasks:






Creation of a new lifecycle definition.
Assigning lifecycle states.
Configuring ‘Control’.
Setting up user security.
Transitions between states.

The following images demonstrate the step-by-step tasks required to create a customized
lifecycle:

Figure 5: Accessing Vault Settings
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Lifecycle Definition Creation and Configuration
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Figure 6: Creating a new lifecycle definition

Figure 6 shows the 3 steps required to create a new lifecycle. Since step number 3 requires
more setup than what is shown, below are the breakdown of required tasks:
Step 3: after selecting ‘New’, you will be prompted with the ‘New Lifecycle Definition’ window. At
this stage you have to customize the following options:
1. Definition Name: in this example, PDF is chosen.
2. Category: since a customized category for PDF has not been created, select Base as
the File Category.
3. Adding Lifecycle States: Released and WIP (work in progress).
a. By pressing the green plus icon, states can be added.
b. Make sure that the Released state is marked as default.
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Figure 7: New lifecycle definition, before customization
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Figure 8: New lifecycle definition, after customization

As shown in Figure 8, only two states (Released and WIP) are added. As it was explained in
the Pros and Cons of Utilizing the Vault Pro PDF Creation Feature section, PDF lifecycle
definition is not linked to the source drawing file lifecycle definition. As a result, it is easier to
only work with a simple two state lifecycle definition.
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Ensure the following options are selected:

Figure 9: Customising the new lifecycle definition, Control tab for Released state
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Figure 10: Customising the new lifecycle definition, Control tab for WIP state
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Add the required user security for the PDF lifecycle definition. This security is going to be
applied to PDF files while they are in Released or WIP sates. Based on your criteria, users
added under the Security tap will have Read, Modify or Delete permission. The majority of
organizations lock the Released state to their users so users cannot edit released files. As
presented in Figure 11, only the Administrator and Job Processor users are capable of making
changes to a released PDF file.
Ensure that the Job Processor user is added.
For more information regarding the Job Processor user, please refer to Page 30.

Figure 11: Customizing the new lifecycle definition, Security tab for Released state
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Figure 12: Customizing the new lifecycle definition, Security tab for WIP state
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Step number 6 ensures that the file changes its revision number if it is moved from Released
state to WIP.

Figure 13: Customizing the new lifecycle definition, Transitions tab: Released to WIP state
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Unless you would like to add security regarding the users that are capable of changing the state
from Released to WIP, check mark No restriction on this transition.

Figure 14: Customizing the new lifecycle definition, Transitions: Released to WIP state
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In the transition state from WIP to Released, make sure that No restriction on this transition is
marked.

Figure 15: Customizing the new lifecycle definition, Transitions tab: WIP to Released state
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Category Creation and Configuration
A file category defines the associated lifecycle, revision and file properties. Creating a
customized category requires the following tasks:




Creating a new category.
Assigning a lifecycle to the category.
Assigning a revision scheme to the category.

The images below demonstrate how to create a customized category for the PDF workflow. As
shown in step 5, the name of this category is PDF.
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Figure 16: Category creation
Steps 4 and 5 of Figure 16 define the name of the category and the colour which represents this
category. Once the PDF category is created, a lifecycle and a revision scheme need to be
assigned to this category. The lifecycle definition assigned to this category is going to be the
PDF lifecycle that was created in the Lifecycle Definition Creation and Configuration section of
the report. The revision scheme assigned to this category needs to match the revision scheme
of the source drawing file. For instance, if the source drawing file’s revision scheme is called
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Standard Alphabetic Format, the PDF revision scheme also needs to be Standard
Alphabetic Format.

Figure 17: PDF category configuration, lifecycle assignment
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As presented in Figure 18, Vault Demo Standard Alphabetic revision scheme that was used in
the source file category is also being used in the PDF file category.

Figure 18: PDF category configuration, revision number assignment
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Figure 19 shows the revision scheme that was used in the source drawing file category, DWG.

Figure 19: Revision scheme used in the source drawing file
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Correction to the PDF lifecycle definition
Now that a customized lifecycle exists for PDF files, the category selected in the PDF lifecycle
definition needs to be modified. Previously the Base category was selected. In order to correct
the PDF Lifecycle, the following task is required:


Deselecting the ‘Base’ category.

The image below shows the modification that is required:

Figure 20: Modification to PDF lifecycle, deselecting the Base category
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Rule Creation and Configuration
A rule associates a file to a category based on the file’s metadata properties or file extension. In
the case of automatic PDF creation, the PDF rule finds the files in the Vault database with the
file extension of .pdf and associates them with the PDF category. In this case, the rule is called
PDF and the Category Assignment is set to PDF. The following tasks are required to create a
customized category:



Creating a new rule (PDF).
Adding conditions to the rule.

Below is a demonstration on how to create a customized rule:
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Figure 21: Creation of PDF rule
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Once the rule is created, a rule condition needs to be added. The rule condition defines which
type of file is going to be enforced by the rule. Figure 22, demonstrates the settings that need to
be selected for PDF rule condition.

Figure 22: Rule condition
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Necessary Changes to the Source Drawing File’s Lifecycle
The Released state of the source drawing file is going to be utilized to trigger the PDF creation.
Thus, when the drawing is transitioned to the Released state Vault will trigger the creation of a
PDF file for that drawing. The trigger or so called the Synchronization needs to be selected in
the source file’s transition to released state.
In this example, Vault Pro Lifecycle Demo is the lifecycle dentition used for the source
drawings files. As presented in the step 9 of Figure 23 , on the transition from For Review to
Released the ‘Synchronize properties, update view and pdf using Job Server’ option is
selected. Since the Synchronize option is selected, on Release of the source file Job Server will
task the PDF creation to a Job Processor computer to convert the drawing to PDF.

Figure 23: Synchronise properties, update view and pdf using Job Server
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Since the Released state of the source file is going to trigger the PDF creation, the Job
Processor user account needs to have Read and Write security access to carry on the PDF
creation tasks. Figure 24 shows how the Job Processor user is added to the security of the
Released state of the source file.

Figure 24: Job Processor Security setup for the source file’s lifecycle definition
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Job Server Configuration
Job Server is a feature of Vault Professional and is designed to perform batch-processing
operations. In addition to the standard functionality that Job Server provides (DWF creation,
property synchronization and PDF conversion), Job Server can be configured to perform custom
actions on lifecycle state changes. In order to configure the Job Server, it is important to
understand some important aspects of this feature. Tasks are performed by a “Job Processor”
which is a workstation-based application. Any workstation with Vault Pro client and Inventor
installation can be leveraged as a Job Processor. Alternatively, a separate workstation, physical
or virtual, can be implemented as a dedicated Job Processor.
Jobs on the queue may not get processed immediately. Jobs would be delayed if either a Job
Processor workstation is not logged into the vault or there are higher priority jobs on the Job
Queue.
In order to use the functionalities of the Job Server, Job Server needs to be enabled by the
Vault administrator. The images below show how to enable this feature:

Figure 25: Vault Global Settings

Figure 26: Enabling the Job Server
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Job Process requires being log into Vault server in order to carry on the tasks designated by the
Job Server. In this report, a user called Job Processor 2 with Administrative user permission is
created. As shown below, once the Job Processor is opened the Job Processor user account
can be used to log into Vault.

Figure 27: Job Processor log in

2

Job Processor Vault user account
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PDF File Name Configuration
Automatically created PDF file name can be modified to include or exclude certain information.
By editing the JobProcessor.exe.config file, the PDF file name can be changed. Below is a list of
modifications that can be done to the PDF file naming convention:






Removing the source file's extension, such as .idw or .dwg, from the PDF file name.
Adding a prefix.
Adding a suffix.
Adding a property value.
Adding a date property.

Please refer to the Knowledge References section on Page 32 for detailed information on how
to make changes to the PDF file name.
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Knowledge References3
The links provided in this section will assist with the learning and setup of the following topics in
Vault Pro environment.

Lifecycle and Revision Control Setup
Autodesk Knowledge Network, Lifecycle State Administration:
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/vault-products/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2019/ENU/Vault-Admin/files/GUID-FD67DFAA-1220-485BAF15-38ABD19CF440-htm.html

YouTube, Unlocking Vault Lifecycles | Autodesk Virtual Academy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKXlCNoUNMA

User Account Creation
Autodesk Knowledge Network, Add a New User
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/vault-products/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2019/ENU/Vault-Admin/files/GUID-B71398EE-4A6B-4202B472-25452C840366-htm.html

Job Server
Autodesk Knowledge Network, documentation related to Job Server:
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/vault-products/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2017/ENU/Vault-Admin/files/GUID-DAE28A42-45C3-45019BF2-78EE2F42808D-htm.html

PDF File Name Modification
Autodesk Knowledge Network, Publish PDF from 2D CAD Files
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/vault-products/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2019/ENU/Vault-Admin/files/GUID-F05BFEAF-A362-4070BBA6-F3A74602967E-htm.html
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Knowledge References
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